
Note the different side sections (long or short ribs). Also note positions of high and low pivot castings on the articulated ends
of units, all shown on the drawing. The step/handrail etches are on the right hand end of the inner units as viewed from the
side (applies to either side).
Check that parts fit dry before gluing, and trim locating lugs if necessary to ensure end castings fit square across the car. To
assemble a unit, apply adhesive to the four mating points and hold the parts together for a few seconds until the glue sets.
When all units are done, spread glue along the ribs inside the well base and lay the floor etch in place.
Fold the small tabs on the step etches inwards, and on the end (wide) steps, bend the actual grabs outwards. Drill very small
holes to accept the tabs (0.6mm) and glue in place as shown. The end platforms have dimples in the tab locations. Steps
should be fitted before painting as they are the same color as the body.

Parts List: 2 A/B unit LH sides, 2 A/B unit RH sides, 3 C/D/E unit LH
sides, 3 C/D/E unit RH sides, 2 end platforms, 4 high pivot inner ends, 4
low pivot inner ends, 3 brake cylinders, 3 triple valves, 2 brake stands, 2
brake wheels, two body mount coupler plates, 1 set etches

Check all parts and clean up flash, feeds, etc. Dry fit
parts before assembly to check fit. The drawing be-
low identifies the correct position of all parts in the
five units

End platform castings have locations marked
for brake components, drill 1mm hole for
brake valve. There is a third air reservoir and
triple valve on the A/E facing end of the D
car.

 If cars are to run on small radius curves, the
suspension support arms (arrowed) may
need filing back for clearance. Test car on
curves to determine if this is necessary.

Assemble basic parts for each well as shown. For the 40’
cars, remove the two end half sections of the bottom etch.

After painting and decaling, fit the etches as shown in the photos. The outer end platform etch
needs to be folded as shown at right. Fold the etch on the half-etched fold lines.
Be careful when handling etched parts as edges may be sharp during cutting.
Take care when fitting trucks not to break the pivot arms.

Kits are designed to take Microtrains® #1037 trucks/couplers (outer ends) and #1036 (inner)

Suitable Microscale® decals for these cars: #60-792 TTX Maxi III 5-unit double stack cars, The
'40' designation decals are supplied with the rebuilt cars kit [NS020-40] to replace the '48' on the
MS sheet. These should be handled carefully to avoid scratching the lettering, and ideally should
be coated with Microscale decal solution before use.. New decal sheets specially designed for the
40’ cars are available from HelveticaRR www.usloki.tripod.com/nhodecal.htm
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Gunderson rebuilt to 40ft Units
[with weld lines shown]



Above is one 48’ car , as delivered. To make the etch for the 40’, remove the two end half sections of the bottom etch.
This is what Gunderson did when reducing the size of the cars in their workshop so you are replicating the life size cars!.
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Gunderson Rebuilt 40ft Units
[with weld lines shown] Remove the two end half sections of the bottom

etch. Cut here, using fine snips


